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GABRIEL-ULMER DUALITY FOR TOPOI AND ITS RELATION WITH
SITE PRESENTATIONS
IVAN DI LIBERTI AND JULIA RAMOS GONZA´LEZ
Abstract. Let κ be a regular cardinal. We study Gabriel-Ulmer duality when one
restricts the 2-category of locally κ-presentable categories with κ-accessible right
adjoints to its locally full sub-2-category of κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi with
geometric κ-accessible morphisms. In particular, we provide a full understanding
of the locally full sub-2-category of the 2-category of κ-small cocomplete categories
with κ-colimit preserving functors arising as the corresponding 2-category of pre-
sentations via the restriction. We analyse the relation of these presentations of
Grothendieck topoi with site presentations and we show that the 2-category of
locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi with geometric κ-accessible morphisms
is a reflective sub-bicategory of the full sub-2-category of the 2-category of sites
with morphisms of sites genearated by the weakly κ-ary sites in the sense of [37].
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1. Introduction
The notion of topos was introduced by Grothendieck in the 1960s as a cate-
gory of sheaves on a site, one of its most well-known incarnations. Since then,
Grothendieck topoi have become an essential object of study in many areas of
modern mathematics, ranging from algebraic geometry to intuistionistic logic.
It is well-known that different sites can give rise to the same Grothendieck topos
and that given a Grothendieck topos there is no canonical choice of small site to
present it, as it was already pointed out in [1]. This flexibility of choice makes
of topos theory an extremely powerful mathematical tool. Caramello’s program
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“Toposes as bridges” [10] is an illustrative example, whereGrothendieck topoi pre-
sented by sites of different mathematical nature are a key point to connect various
a priori unrelated mathematical theories. This flexibility comes however at a price
for the daily practice of the working topos theorist. Solving problems naturally
living in the 2-category GrTopoi of Grothendieck topoi by choosing concrete sheaf
presentations allows to work in the more tangible 2-category Sites of small sites,
but then every construction has to be checked to be independent of the underlying
sites chosen.
Ideally one would like to have a way of presenting Grothendieck topoi by nice
small categories functorially, avoiding having to check independence of presenta-
tions. One possible approach is zooming out and working with a bigger family
of categories for which more rigidity in the choice of presentations (of whichever
nature) is available. A classical candidate is the class of locally presentable cat-
egories: it is well-known that Grothendieck topoi are indeed locally presentable
categories (see for example [6, Prop 3.4.16]) and Gabriel-Ulmer duality [18, Kor
7.11] states that locally κ-presentable categories are completely determined by
their small subcategory of κ-presentable objects, providing a natural presentation
of locally κ-presentable categories in terms of κ-cocomplete small categories.
Given a regular cardinal κ, the main goal of this paper is to restrict the 2-
categorical generalization of the classical Gabriel-Ulmer duality to a duality for
locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi with κ-accessible geometric functors in
order to understand which κ-cocomplete categories appear as their natural pre-
sentations, and eventually interpret those in terms of classical site presentations.
The structure of the article is as follows.
In §2 we review the 2-categorical version of Gabriel-Ulmer duality from [13, Th.
3.1] applied to locally κ-presentable categories.
In §3 we focus on the restriction of Gabriel-Ulmer duality to Grothendieck topoi
at the level of objects (or 0-cells), namely we characterize the locally κ-presentable
categories which are Grothendieck topoi in terms of their subcategories of κ-
presentable objects. Historically, this question was initially posed for the case
of locally finitely presentable categories in [1, footnote p. 106] (that is κ = ℵ0). The
answer appeared for the first time to our knowledge in [11], providing a character-
ization of the small categories C with finite colimits whose Ind-completion Ind(C)
(that is the free directed colimit completion of C) is a Grothendieck topos. We pro-
vide, based on [11], a generalization of this characterization to higher cardinalities:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.17). Let κ be regular cardinal and let C be a small category
closed under κ-small colimits. The following are equivalent:
(1) C is κ-extensive (Definition 3.3) and pro-exact (Definition 3.14);
(2) Indκ(C) is a Grothendieck topos;
where Indκ denotes the free κ-directed colimit completion, usually referred to as Indκ-
completion. A locally κ-presentable category A is hence a Grothendieck topos if and only
if its full category of κ-presentable objects Presκ A is κ-extensive and pro-exact.
We say that a small category C with κ-small colimits is a κ-prototopos (see Defi-
nition 3.18) if it satisfies one (and hence both) of the two equivalent properties of
the theorem.
In §4 we focus on the restriction of Gabriel-Ulmer duality at the level of 1-cells.
While the 1-cells considered in Gabriel-Ulmer duality for κ-presentable categories
are the κ-accessible right adjoints, classically, the 1-cells usually considered when
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working with Grothendieck topoi are the geometric morphisms. Therefore, we
restrict the duality at the level of 1-cells to κ-accessible right adjoints which are
part of a geometric morphism. This allows us to present the desired restriction of
the result of Gabriel and Ulmer:
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.5). Let κ be a regular cardinal. There is a biequivalence of
2-categories
Indκ : Prototopoi
coop
κ ⇄ GrTopoiκ : Presκ,
where Prototopoiκ is the 2-category of κ-prototopoi with κ-small colimit preserving func-
tors which are Indκ-flat (Definition 4.2).
We then analyse in §5 up to what point the understanding of the family of
2-categories {GrTopoiκ}κ∈RegCard (where RegCard denotes the set of small regular
cardinals) provided by this topoi-prototopoi duality can help us comprehend the
2-category GrTopoi of Grothendieck topoi with geometric morphisms and natural
transformations, which is the 2-category of main interest from a topos theory
perspective.
Finally, in §6, we study the relation between the prototopos presentations of
Grothendieck topoi and the classical site presentations. More concretely, we anal-
yse the connection between the full sub-2-category Sitesκ of the 2-category Sites
of small sites with morphisms of sites generated by the weakly κ-ary sites in the
sense of [37] (see Definition 5.2) and the 2-category Prototopoiκ. This allows us to
prove the following result:
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 6.7). The 2-category GrTopoiκ is a reflective sub-bicategory
in the 2-category Sites
coop
κ , where the left adjoint to the reflection is provided by taking
sheaves.
This result allows us to choose canonical small site presentations while working
within GrTopoiκ, a possibility which is not available when one works in GrTopoi.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.3, we also obtain the desired relation
between κ-prototopoi and sites defining locally κ-presentable topoi as follows:
Theorem 1.4 (Corollary 6.9). The 2-category Prototopoiκ is a reflective bicategory in
the 2-category Sitesκ.
We would like to point out the relation of our work with that of Shulman in
[37]. While in this paper we focus on understanding the free κ-directed colimit
completions that yield Grothendieck topoi, Shulman studies in [37] the free exact
completions that Grothendieck topoi, and thus both papers are very much related
in spirit. We also find an analog of Theorem 1.2 in [37, Thm 9.5].
In this article we have exclusively worked in a non-enriched setup, with our
objects of study being classical Grothendiek topoi (enriched over Set). The anal-
ogous results in an enriched setup over suitable categories Vare currently under
investigation. For this purpose the authors find the work in [19] of great relevance.
Our interest in the analysis of the enriched case, apart frombeing a desirable gener-
alization of the current results, relies on the fact that the enriched framework could
provide a better understanding of the notion of prototopos, where pro-exactness
appears as an obscure property. Furthermore, we are particularly interested in the
case of enrichments over the category of abelian groups Ab. Grothendieck topoi
enriched over Ab are precisely the Grothendieck categories, as one can easily de-
duce from Gabriel-Popescu theorem together with the theory of enriched sheaves
from [8]. Grothendieck categories are objects of essential relevance in algebraic
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geometry, specially from the point of view of noncommutative algebraic geometry,
where they play the role of models for noncommutative spaces (see for example
[4],[5],[39]). In this setup, ℵ0-prototopoi correspond to left abelian additive cate-
gories, as shown in [9, Satz 2.7] (see also [36]). We must point out that this result
is actually previous to the above-mentioned characterization of ℵ0-prototopoi (in
the non-enriched setup) from [11] and hence is not proved as an enriched version
of it. Both the interpretation of this result in key of enrichments and its extension
to higher cardinalities are work in progress.
2. Gabriel-Ulmer duality
Gabriel-Ulmer duality is a syntax-semantics-type duality that states that locally
κ-presentable categories are uniquely determined by their full subcategories of
κ-presentable objects. This section is a brief exposition of this result.
Theorem 2.1 (Gabriel-Ulmer duality). There is a biequivalence of 2-categories
(1) Rex
coop
κ → κ − LP
where:
• Rex
coop
κ is the conjugate-opposite 2-category of the 2-category Rexκ of small cat-
egories with κ-small colimits with 1-cells given by the κ-small colimit preserving
functors and 2-cells given by the natural transformations;
• κ − LP is the 2-category of locally κ-presentable categories with 1-cells given by
κ-accessible right adjoints and 2-cells given by natural transformations between
them.
This duality dates back to [18, Kor 7.11] (at the level of objects). Since then, the
duality has been extended to a 2-categorical version and different generalizations
have appeared in the literature, among those, a generalization to more general
limit doctrines can be found in [13, Th 3.1], a proof of the duality in the enriched
context can be found in [26], while in [15, Th 4.12] the duality is analysed from the
point of view of formal category theory.
The biequivalence of the theorem is given by the following two quasi-inverse
pseudofunctors
(2) Indκ : Rex
coop
κ ⇄ κ − LP : Presκ .
The pseudofunctor Indκ acts as follows:
0-cells It maps a κ-cocomplete small category C to Indκ(C), that is, its Indκ-
completion, also known as free completion under κ-filtered colimits (see [2,
§3]). Observe that Indκ(C)  Lexκ(C
◦,Set), see for example [18, §5.5] or
[2, Thm 2.4], and this is a locally κ-presentable category [3, Thm 1.46].
1-cells It maps a κ-small colimit preserving functor f : C → D to the adjunction
S( f ) : Indκ(C)⇄ Indκ(D) : Z( f ),
where the right adjoint Z( f ) can be described as the restriction to Indκ(D)
of the restriction of scalars functor f ∗ : [D◦,Set] → [C◦,Set], which is
easily checked to take values in Indκ(C). Since the Indκ-completion is
reflective in the category of presheaves, limits in the Indκ-completion are
computed pointwise, and hence, as f ∗ preserves all limits, so does Z( f ).
Consequently, by the adjoint functor theorem, Z( f ) has a left adjoint, that
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we denote by S( f ). In addition, as shown in Remark 2.2 below, we have
that the diagram
C
αC

f
// D
αD

Indk(C)
S( f )
// Indk(D)
commutes and thus S( f ) preserves κ-presentable objects because the
corestriction of αC : C → Presκ(Indκ(C)) is an equivalence as a direct
consequence of [3, Thm 1.46] (analogously for D)). Therefore Z( f ) is κ-
accessible as a direct consequence of [3, Prop 2.23]. Hence, the adjunction
S( f ) ⊣ Z( f ), that we will denote by Indκ( f ), is indeed a 1-cell in κ − LP.
2-cells It maps a natural transformation α : f ⇒ g : C → D to
α∗ : Z(g)⇒ Z( f ) : Indκ(D)→ Indκ(C)
defined by α∗
F
(C) ≔ F(αC) : g
∗(F)(C) = F(g(C)) → F( f (C)) = f ∗(F)(C) for
all C ∈ C and all F ∈ Indκ(D).
Remark 2.2. Weknow that the functor S( f ) is cocontinous, because it is a left adjoint,
and that αC is dense (i.e. LanαC(αC)  idIndκ C). Consequently, S( f ) must coincide
with LanαC(αB f ), indeed
S( f ) = S( f ) idIndκ(C)
 S( f ) LanαC(αC)
 LanαC(S( f )αC)
 LanαC(αD f ),
where we use the key fact that a cocontinous functor preserves Kan extensions. A
formal argument that can be found in [15, Lem 2.16] proves that in this case the
right adjoint Z( f ) has to coincide with LanαD f (αC).
The pseudofunctor Presκ acts as follows:
0-cells It maps a locally κ-presentable A to Presκ(A), the full subcategory of
κ-presentable objects. Observe that this category is (essentially) small.
1-cells It maps an adjunction L : A⇄ B : Rwith R κ-accessible to the restriction
of L to Presκ(A). It is easy to check that the left adjoint of a κ-accessible
functor preserves κ-presentable objects and thus this restriction actually
lands in Presκ(B). We know that the embeddings Presκ(A) ֒→ A and
Presκ(B) ֒→ B create κ-small colimits, thus they are preserved by the
restriction of L, since L is a left adjoint.
2-cells It maps a natural transformation α : (L ⊣ R) ⇒ (L′ ⊣ R′) : A → B
between two κ-accessible right adjoints (that is a natural transformation
R ⇒ R′ : B → A) to the naturally induced natural transformation
between the respective left adjoints L′ ⇒ L : A → B restricted to the
restrictions of L and L′ to the subcategories of κ-presentable objects as
explained above.
Remark 2.3. Some readersmight be familiarwith a different presentation ofGabriel-
Ulmer duality involving, instead of Rexκ, the 2-category Lexκ of small categories
with κ-small limits, where 1-cells are the κ-small limit preserving functors and
2-cells are the natural transformations. Both versions of the duality are related as
follows:
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We have a (pseudo)commutative diagram of biequivalences
(3)1
Rex
coop
κ κ − LP
Lex
op
κ ,
◦
Indκ
Pres◦κ
Presκ
Lexκ
◦
where ◦ denotes the biequivalence provided by taking the opposite category and
Lexκ is a short notation for the pseudofunctor Lexκ(−,Set) In particular, we have
that
Indκ  Lexκ((−)
◦,Set),
as we have already pointed out at the level of 0-cells.
Remark 2.4. In [33] the authors observed that the typical paradigm of Stone-like
dualities can be used to re-enact Gabriel-Ulmer duality as follows:
Presκ(A)
◦
 Lexκ(1,Presκ(A)
◦)
 Lex
op
κ (Presκ(A)
◦, 1)
GU
 κ − LP(A, Lexκ(1,Set))
 κ − LP(A,Set),
for all A locally κ-presentable category. This chain of isomorphisms proves that
the 2-functor Pres◦κ is in fact represented in the 2-category κ− LP by the object Set.
Remark 2.5. Gabriel-Ulmer duality is usually referred to as a duality of syntax-
semantics kind. This is easily illustrated from the perspective of cartesian logic,
also known as finite limit logic, the study of which was introduced in the works by
Freyd [17], Isbell [20] and Coste [14]. A category with finite limits C can be seen as
a cartesian theory and a functor M : C → Set preserving finite limits can be seen
as a model of the theory C in Set. The category Lex(C,Set) can be thus identified
with the category of models of C. From this perspective, Gabriel-Ulmer duality
establishes a reconstruction result: the category of models of a cartesian theory
(the semantics) fully determines the theory (the syntax). Observe that this same
observation applies equally to cartesian logic of higher cardinality. Accordingly,
throughout the rest of the paper, we will refer to the 2-categories Lexκ and Rexκ
as the syntactic side of the duality, while κ − LP will be referred to as the semantic
part.
3. Grothendieck topoi among locally presentable categories
In [11] the authors provide a characterization of Grothendieck topoi among
locally finitely presentable categories. The result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 3.1 ([11, Thm 5 + Thm 9]). Let C be a small category with finite colimits. The
following are equivalent:
(1) C is extensive and pro-exact.
(2) Ind(C) is a Grothendieck topos.
1Observe that the passage to the conjugate category Rexco is needed just because [C◦,D◦]  [C,D]◦.
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A locally finitely presentable categoryA is hence a Grothendieck topos if and only if its full
subcategory of finitely presentable objects Presℵ0 A is extensive and pro-exact.
The aim of this section is to generalize Theorem 3.1 to higher cardinals in order
to provide the characterization of Grothendieck topoi among locally κ-presentable
categories as stated in Theorem 1.1 above. This result will provide the restriction
of Gabriel-Ulmer duality to Grothendieck topoi at the level of objects.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1we follow the finitary version of the arguments as
presented in [11]. The reader should notice that, while a higher cardinality version
of extensivity needs to be considered in order to generalize the proof, this is not
the case for pro-exactness.
The following characterization of Grothendiek topoi (see for example [12, §4.3]),
which is a corollary of Giraud’s characterization, will be useful for our purposes.
Theorem 3.2 (Giraud). Let C be a category. The following are equivalent:
(1) C is a Grothendieck topos.
(2) C is exact (Definition 3.13), infinitary extensive (Definition 3.3) and has a set of
generators.
3.1. Extensivity and κ-extensive syntaxes. In [11, §2] a characterization of those
small categories whose Ind-completions are extensive is provided. The content of
this subsection is a generalization of this characterization to higher cardinals.
Definition 3.3. Let κ be a regular cardinal. A category C is called κ-extensive (resp.
infinitary extensive) if it is closed under κ-small (resp. small) sums and for each κ-
small (resp. small) family {Xi} of objects in C, the sum functor between the comma
categories
∏
i
(C/Xi)
∐
−→ C/(
∐
i
Xi)
is an equivalence. If κ = ℵ0, we simply say that C is extensive. A category C is
called κ-lextensive (resp. infinitary lextensive) if it is κ-extensive (resp. infinitary
extensive) and has all κ-small (resp. small) limits. If κ = ℵ0, we simply say that C
is lextensive.
Remark 3.4. Observe that for two regular cardinalsα, β, such that α ≥ β, α-extensive
implies β-extensive. In particular, we have that infinitary extensive implies κ-
extensive for every regular cardinal κ.
The following is a useful characterization of κ-extensive (resp. infinitary exten-
sive) categories obtained as a direct generalization of the finitary case provided in
[11, Lem 1].
Lemma 3.5. Let κ be a regular cardinal. Let C be a category with κ-small (resp. small)
sums. Then
(1) Given a family {Xi}i∈I of objects of C where I is a κ-small (resp. small) indexing
set, the functor
∏
i
(C/Xi)
∐
−→ C/(
∐
i
Xi)
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is fully faithful if and only if for all families of objects {Ai}i∈I and all families of
morphisms { fi : Ai → Xi}i∈I, the commutative squares
Ai Xi
∐
i Ai
∐
iXi
fi
iAi iXi∐
fi
are pullbacks.
(2) Given a κ-small (resp. small) family {Xi}i∈I of objects of C, the functor
∏
i
(C/Xi)
∐
−→ C/(
∐
i
Xi)
is essentially surjective if and only if for each morphism t : A →
∐
i Xi there exists
a κ-small (resp. small) family of morphisms {ti : Ai → Xi} and an isomorphism
f :
∐
iAi → A such that t f =
∐
ti.
Remark 3.6. Any subcategory of an infinitary extensive category which is closed
under finite limits and arbitrary sums is again infinitary extensive. This follows
immediately from Lemma 3.5.
The following is the higher cardinality version of [11, Thm 5].
Lemma 3.7. Let C be a small κ-cocomplete category. The following are equivalent:
(1) C is κ-extensive;
(2) Indκ(C) is infinitary extensive;
(3) Indκ(C) is extensive.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): The category of models C◦-Alg for the κ-ary algebraic theory
C◦ (this is, the category of functors C◦ → Set preserving κ-small products) is
nothing but the topos of sheaves of the κ-extensive Grothendieck topology on C,
i.e. the Grothendieck topology on C induced by covers given by κ-small families
{ fi : Xi → X} such that
∐
i fi :
∐
iXi → X is an isomorphism. For this, see for
example [11, §2] or [30, §B.4] for the finitary case, or [27, Lem 1.5.15] for the
κ-ary case. We thus have, as a direct application of Giraud’s characterization
of Grothendieck topoi (see Theorem 3.2) that C◦-Alg is infinitary extensive. In
addition, we have that Indκ(C) = Lexκ(C
◦,Set) is a full subcategory of C◦-Alg
which is closed under small limits and arbitrary sums. That limits in Indκ(C) are
computed as in C◦-Alg follows immediately from the fact that Indκ(C) is reflective
inC◦-Alg. To show that arbitrary sums in Indκ(C) are computed as inC
◦-Alg, recall
that κ-filtered colimits are pointwise in Indκ(C) as well as in C
◦-Alg [3, Thm 1.52 +
Rem] and that κ-small coproducts of representables are computed both in Indκ(C)
and in C◦-Alg as in C [24, Prop 6.13]. One then concludes by observing that, in
both Indκ(C) and C
◦-Alg, every arbitrary sum can be written as a κ-filtered colimit
of κ-small coproducts of representables. Hence, as C◦-Alg is infinitary extensive,
so is Indκ(C), as a direct consequence of Remark 3.6.
(2)⇒ (3): It follows trivially from the definitions (see Remark 3.4).
(3)⇒ (1): The argument is an analogue of the one used in the proof of [11, Lem
3] for the κ-ary case. We write it down for convenience of the reader. We are going
to use the characterization of κ-extensive categories provided by Lemma 3.5 above.
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Given two κ-small families {Ai}i∈I and {Xi}i∈I of objects in C, consider the com-
mutative squares in C
(4)
Ai Xi
∐
i Ai
∐
iXi.
fi
iAi iXi∐
fi
We know that the corestriction C → Indκ(C) : T 7→ hT of the Yoneda functor
preserves κ-small colimits [24, Prop 6.13], hence we have the commutative square
hAi hXi
h∐
i Ai
∐
i hAi
∐
i hXi h
∐
i Xi
h fi
ihAi
ihXi∐
h fi
in Indκ(C) which is a pullback by hypothesis. As limits in Indκ(C) are the limits
computed in [C◦,Set], and the Yoneda functor preserves and creates limits, we
have that the diagram (4) is also a pullback in C.
Consider now a morphism t : A →
∐
iXi in C with {Xi}i a κ-small family and
take its image ht : hA → h∐i Xi =
∐
i hXi in Indκ(C). By hypothesis there exist an
κ-small family of morphisms { fi : Fi → hXi} and an isomorphism f :
∐
i Fi → hA in
Indκ(C), such that ht f =
∐
i fi. Recall that summands of κ-presentable objects are
κ-presentable. As κ-presentable objects in Indκ(C) are precisely the representables,
we have that Fi = hAi with Ai ∈ C for all i and thus
∐
i Fi =
∐
i hAi = h
∐
i Ai , where
we use again that C → Indκ(C) preserves κ-small colimits. As the Yoneda functor
is fully faithful, fi = hsi : hAi → hXi for a unique morphism si : Ai → Xi in C and
f = hr : h
∐
i Ai → hA for an isomorphism r :
∐
iAi → A in C. Hence, we have that
ht r = ht hr = ht f =
∐
i
fi =
∐
i
hsi = h
∐
i si ,
which by fully-faithfulness of the Yoneda functor, provides that t r =
∐
i si, which
finishes the argument. 
3.2. Regularity and weakly regular syntaxes. In [11, §7] a syntactic characteriza-
tion of the locally finitely presentable categories that are regular is provided. In
this subsection we flesh out the generalization of this result to higher cardinalities.
Definition 3.8. A category C is regularwhen:
(R1) it is finitely complete;
(R2) every kernel pair admits a coequalizer;
(R3) the pullback of a regular epimorphism along any morphism is again a
regular epimorphism. Recall that an epimorphism is called regular if it is a
coequalizer of a pair of morphisms.
We provide now the definition of weakly regular category. To the best of our
knowledge, this definition is due to the authors of [11].
Definition 3.9. A category C is weakly regular if every commutative square
C D
A B.
f ′
g′ g
f
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in which f is a regular epimorphism factors through a commutative square
C
C¯ D
A B.
g′
f ′
f¯
g¯ g
f
where f¯ is a regular epimorphism.
Remark 3.10. As pointed out in [11, Def 13], any regular category is weakly regular
and any weakly regular category with pullbacks has stable regular epimorphisms.
We will need the following result by Makkai.
Theorem 3.11 ([31, Thm 5.1]). Let Abe a κ-accessible category and I a category of cardi-
nality strictly smaller than κ. Then [I,A] is κ-accessible and Presκ([I,A]) = [I,Presκ(A)].
The following is the κ-ary generalization of [11, Thm 14].
Lemma 3.12. Let C be a small category with κ-small colimits. The following are equiva-
lent.
(1) C is weakly regular.
(2) Indκ(C) is regular.
Proof. From Theorem 3.11 above, one can easily deduce that, given a category I
with a finite set of objects, one has that
[I, Lexκ(C
◦,Set)]  Lexκ([I,C
◦],Set).2
From this fact, it is easily deduced that the category of regular epimorphisms
of Indκ(C) = Lexκ(C
◦,Set) is a locally κ-presentable category presented by the
category of regular epimorphisms in C◦, and this is just the κ-version of [11, Lem
12]. Once this is observed, the proof of the result is then essentially identical to the
one provided in [11]. 
3.3. Exactness and pro-exact syntaxes. In [11, §9] a syntactical characterization
of exact locally finitely presentable categories is provided. In this subsection we
present the generalization of this characterization to locally κ-presentable cate-
gories.
Recall (see for example [11, §9]) that a graph in a categoryC is a pair ofmorphisms
in C
A1
r0
⇒
r1
A0
where A1 is the object of edges, A0 is the object of vertices and r0 and r1 are
respectively the source and the target morphisms. A graph r0, r1 : A1 ⇒ A0 is
called:
• reflexive if there exists a morphism d : A0 → A1 such that r0d = r1d = idA0 ;
• symmetric if there is a morphism s : A1 → A1 such that ss = idA1 and r0s = r1
(and thus r1s = r0);
2Observe that actually more is true. If κ > ℵ0 the equivalence holds for every category I with
cardinality smaller than κ. Nonetheless, for our purposes is enough to consider I with a finite set of
objects.
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• transitive if the pullback A1 ×A0 A1 exists in C and there is a morphism
t : A1 ×A0 A1 → A1 such that r1 q1 = r1 t and r0 q0 = r0 t, where q0 and q1 are
the natural projections
A1 ×A0 A1 A1
A1 A0.
q0
q1
r0
r1
Given a finitely complete category C, an internal equivalence relation on an object
X ∈ C (or a congruence on X) is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive graph in C
given by the composition
R ⊆ X × X
π0
⇒
π1
X,
where R is a subobject of X × X and π0, π1 : X × X → X are the projections.
Recall that a graph s0, s1 : B1 ⇒ B0 is an iteration of a graph r0, r1 : A1 ⇒ A0 if
A0 = B0 and there is a natural number n and (n+1) morphisms g0, . . . , gn : B1 → A1
such that any edge on B1 is given by a path of length n + 1 in A1, that is, one has
that
s0 = r0g0,
r1g0 = r0g1,
...
r1gn−1 = r0gn,
s1 = r1gn.
Definition 3.13. A category C is exactwhen it is regular and every internal equiv-
alence relation is effective, or equivalently, every congruence is a kernel pair.
Definition 3.14. Let C be a weakly regular category with coequalizers. We say C is
pro-exact when for any reflexive and symmetric graph r0, r1 : A1 ⇒ A0, any graph
t0, t1 : C1 ⇒ A0 such that
Coeq(r0, r1)t0 = Coeq(r0, r1)t1
factorizes through a quotient of an iteration of r0, r1 : A1 ⇒ A0, i.e. for all such
graph t0, t1 : C1 ⇒ A0, there exists an iteration s0, s1 : B1 ⇒ A0 of r0, r1 : A1 ⇒ A0
and a commutative diagram of graphs
B1 A0
D1 C1,
s0
s1
u
w0
w1
t0 t1
v
where u is a regular epimorphism.
Remark 3.15. One should observe that exactness does not imply pro-exactness in
general. As pointed out in [11], an exact category with coequalizers is pro-exact
if and only if for any reflexive and symmetric relation, the equivalence relation
generated by it is equal to a full iteration of itself for some n. Some explicit
counterexamples can be found in [7, §2]. For example, the denumerable power of
the category of finite sets is exact but is not pro-exact.
The following is the κ-ary generalization of [11, Th. 19].
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Lemma 3.16. Let C be a small category with κ-small colimits. The following are equiva-
lent.
(1) C is pro-exact.
(2) Indκ(C) is exact.
Proof. The proof, based on Theorem 3.11 and Lemma 3.12 above, is essentially
identical to the proof of the finitary case as presented in [11]. 
3.4. Characterization of Grothendieck topoi amongst locally presentable cate-
gories. In this subsection we can finally provide a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.17. Let κ be regular cardinal and let C be a small category closed under
κ-small colimits. The following are equivalent:
(1) C is κ-extensive and pro-exact.
(2) Indκ(C) is a Grothendieck topos.
A locally κ-presentable category A is hence a Grothendieck topos if and only if its full
category of κ-presentable objects Presκ A is κ-extensive and pro-exact.
Proof. The statement follows directly from Theorem 3.2 together with Lemma 3.7
and Lemma 3.16. 
This result motivates us to introduce the following:
Definition 3.18. Let κ be a regular cardinal. A category C closed under κ-small
colimits is called a κ-prototopos if C is κ-extensive and pro-exact.
Remark 3.19. The definition of ℵ0-prototopos looks like a weakening of the notion
of pretopos (a pretopos is an exact and extensive category). One might think that
exactℵ0-prototopoi are pretopoi. This is not true in general in view of Remark 3.15.
Example 3.20. A beautiful example of this machinery is the well understood topos
Set. The category Set corresponds to Indκ(Setκ), where by Setκ we denote the
category of κ-small sets. We thus have that Setκ is a κ-prototopos, it is even an
elementary topos if κ is strongly inaccessible (see [21, Ex A2.1.2]).
4. Prototopoi-topoi duality
In order to obtain a restriction to Grothendieck topoi of Gabriel-Ulmer duality,
we could just make use of Theorem 3.17 above, which yields a restriction at the
level of objects, and consider the correspoding full sub-2-category of κ-prototopoi
in Rexκ and that of κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi in κ−LP. Observe, nonethe-
less, that the natural 2-category of locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi to
consider if we want to condense both the topos theoretic and the semantic per-
spectives, should not have as 1-cells all the pairs of adjoint functors whose right
adjoint is κ-accessible (the relevant morphisms from the syntax-semantic point of
view, as shown by Gabriel-Ulmer duality), but only those who are also geometric
morphisms (the relevant morphisms to consider in topos theory). The main goal
of this section is to investigate how we can specialize Gabriel-Ulmer duality at the
level of 1-cells as well, so that we obtain a semantic-topos theoretical duality.
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4.1. The pseudofunctor Indκ. As explained in §2, Gabriel-Ulmer duality is pro-
vided by the pseudofunctor
Indκ : Rex
coop
κ → κ − LP,
consisting in taking the Indκ-completion at the level of 0-cells, which is a locally
κ-presentable category. In order to understand how we can suitably restrict this
pseudofunctor to our case of interest, we first revise its definition and summarize
its properties as they were already presented in §2 above.
Given two small κ-cocomplete categoriesA andB and a κ-small colimit preserv-
ing functor f : A → B, Indκ( f ) is the adjunction S( f ) ⊣ Z( f ), where
• the left adjoint S( f ) is given by the left Kan extension LanαA(αB f ), and hence
we have that the diagram
(5)
A
αA

f
// B
αB

Indκ(A)
S( f )
// Indκ(B),
is commutative, where αA : A → Indκ(A) (resp. αB : B → Indκ(B)) denotes
the corestriction of the Yoneda embedding;
• the right adjoint Z( f ) is given by the restriction to Indκ(D) of the restriction
of scalars functor f ∗ : [D◦,Set] → [C◦,Set], that is, we have the commuta-
tive diagram
(6)
Indκ(A) Indκ(A)
[A◦,Set] [B◦,Set] ;
Z( f )
f ∗
• S( f ) is cocontinuous and preserves κ-presentable objects, which implies
that it is stronglyκ-accessible (i.e. it isκ-accessible andpreservesκ-presentable
objects).
4.2. The suitable 2-categories. As alreadymentioned above, our category of inter-
est is the 2-category GrTopoiκ of locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi defined
as follows:
0-cells are the Grothendieck topoi which are locally κ-presentable;
1-cells are the geometric morphisms whose right adjoints are κ-accessible, the
direction of which determined by the direction of the right adjoint;
2-cells are the natural transformations between the right adjoints.
Remark 4.1. 2-categories of Grothendieck topoi can be often encountered in the
literature with a different choice of 2-cells, namely the natural transformations
between the left adjoints. In this paper we stick to the choice of 2-cells from the
classical [1].
In order to find an appropriate 2-category of κ-prototopoi such that the pseud-
ofunctor Indκ takes values in GrTopoiκ, we have to choose as 1-cells the κ-small
colimit preserving functors f : A → B between κ-prototopoi for which Indκ( f )
with κ-accessible right adjoint is in addition a geometric morphism, that is, the
left adjoint S( f ) is left exact. This is a flatness-type property that we encode in the
following definition:
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Definition 4.2. A functor f : A → B between small categories is called Indκ-flat if
S( f ) preserves finite limits, or equivalently, if LanαA(αB f ) preserves finite limits.
We hence introduce the 2-category Prototopoiκ of κ-prototopoi as follows:
0-cells are κ-prototopoi, that is κ-extensive, pro-exact, small categories with
κ-small colimits;
1-cells are the Indκ-flat functors preserving κ-small colimits;
2-cells are the natural transformations.
Observe that Indκ-flatness has been introduced as an ad hoc definition in order
to obtain our desired result. We will see in Proposition 6.4 that there is a natural
topological interpretation of this notion. For the moment, let’s just analyse its
relation of the classical notion of flatness. Recall that a functor f : A → B is said to
be flat if and only if the left Kan extension Lan f ≔ LanyA (yB f ) : [A
◦,Set] → [B◦,Set]
preserves finite limits. It is easy to see that Lan f is the left adjoint of the restriction
of scalars functor f ∗ : [B◦,Set] → [A◦,Set]. The following shows that for a κ-
small colimit preserving functor between κ-prototopoi, the notion of Indκ-flatness
is weaker than the notion of flatness.
Proposition 4.3. Let f : A → B be a flat functor that preserves κ-small colimits between
κ-prototopoi. Then the adjunction Indκ( f ) given by S( f ) : Indκ(A) ⇄ Indκ(B) : Z( f ) is
a geometric morphism whose right adjoint is accessible.
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1we only have to prove that S( f ) is left exact,
or equivalently that f is Indκ-flat. By Theorem 3.17, Indκ(A) is a Grothendieck
topos which can be recovered as the category of sheaves of the site given by the
κ-extensive topology on A. Consequently, we have that the natural embedding
iA : Indκ(A) ֒→ [A
◦,Set] has a left adjoint LA : [A
◦,Set] → Indκ(A) which is left
exact. We have the following diagram of functors
A
αA
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
f
//
yA

B
yB

αB
xxrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
Indk(A)
iAyyrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
S( f )
//
Indk(B)
Z( f )
oo
iB %%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
[A◦,Set]
LA
99rrrrrrrrrr Lan f
//
[B◦,Set],
f ∗
oo
LB
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
Observe that
(7) S( f ) LA  LB Lan f .
Indeed, this follows from:
S( f ) LA  LanyA (αB f )
 LanyA (LByB f )
 LB LanyA (yB f )
 LB Lan f ,
where the nontrivial isomorphism S( f ) LA  LanyA (αB f ) holds because S( f ) LA is
cocontinous and the Yoneda embedding yA is a dense functor, and thus
S( f ) LA  LanyA (S( f )LAyA)  LanyA (S( f )αA)  LanyA (αB f ).
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Consequently, we have that
(8) S( f )  S( f ) LA iA  LB Lan f iA.
Now observe that iA is a right adjoint and thus preserves all limits, Lan f preserves
finite limits because f is flat, and the functor LB preserves finite limits by the
discussion above. We can thus conclude that S( f ) preserves finite limits as desired.

Remark 4.4. As just shown, flat κ-small colimit preserving functors between κ-
prototopoi produce under the pseudofunctor Indκ geometric morphisms with κ-
accessible right adjoints. One could hope that given a geometric morphismwith κ-
accessible right adjoint L : Indκ(A)⇄ Indκ(B) : R the restriction f of the left adjoint
L to the κ-presentable objectswould be flat. Ifwe could infer from the left-exactness
of L, which equals S( f ), the left-exactness of Lan f , the proof would be complete.
Unfortunately, this implication is not true in general. This shows that the the
notion of flatness for a κ-small colimit preserving functors between κ-prototopoi
is strictly stronger than the notion of Indκ-flatness, which is the one required to
obtain the desired Gabriel-Ulmer for locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topoi.
4.3. Gabriel-Ulmer duality forGrothendieck topoi. Weare finally able to provide
the desired restriction of Gabriel-Ulmer duality.
Theorem 4.5. Let κ be a regular cardinal. There is a biequivalence of categories
Indκ : Prototopoi
coop
κ ⇄ GrTopoiκ : Presκ .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.17 and Gabriel-Ulmer duality
(Theorem 2.1), after observing that the property of 1-cells being Indκ-flat at the
syntax side corresponds under the duality to 1-cells with a left exact left adjoint at
the semantics side, which is a direct consequence of the definition of Indκ-flatness
(Definition 4.2). 
5. Cofinality
While the prototopoi-topoi duality from Theorem 4.5 above provides a good
understanding of the 2-category GrTopoiκ for any κ ∈ RegCard, from a topos
theoretical point of view our interest is still focused on the bigger 2-category
GrTopoi of Grothendieck topoi with geometric morphisms and natural transfor-
mations between the right adjoints. In this regard, the family of 2-categories
{GrTopoiκ}κ∈RegCard already provides useful information to understand GrTopoi, as
it is a cofinal family in GrTopoi. This is, given any geometric morphism
( f : A⇄ B : g) ∈ GrTopoi(B,A)
we have that there exists a regular cardinal κ such that ( f ⊣ g) ∈ GrTopoiκ(B,A)
(see [3, Prop. 2.23]). The same statement stays true when replacing “geometric
morphism” with “small diagram” because of the remark under [3, Prop. 2.19].
Remark 5.1. Basedon this observation, onemight be tempted to think that given two
Grothendieck topoiA,B there exists a regular cardinalκ such thatGrTopoi(B,A) =
GrTopoiκ(B,A). This is actually not true; while by Theorem 4.5 we have that
GrTopoiκ(B,A)  Prototopoi
coop
κ (Presκ(B),Presκ(A)) is always essentially small,
GrTopoi(B,A) is not essentially small in general. For example, we have that
GrTopoi(Set, [C◦,Set])  Ind(C).
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Observe that, in any case, we do have natural embeddings GrTopoiα ⊆ GrTopoiβ
for any α ≤ β regular cardinals, such that
(9) GrTopoi =
⋃
κ∈RegCard
GrTopoiκ.
Calling height of a Grothendieck topos G the smallest cardinal κ such that G is
locally κ-presentable, it would be very interesting to have a criterion that detects
the height of a Grothendieck topos in this directed chain of embeddings. In what
follows we point out a way of detecting an upper bound for the height.
Definition 5.2. Let C be a small category, τ a Grothendieck topology on C and κ
a regular cardinal. We say that τ is a weakly κ-ary Grothendieck topology if every
covering sieve in τ contains a κ-small generating family. Then we say that (C, τ) is
a weakly κ-ary Grothendieck site.
Remark 5.3. We borrow this terminology from [37]. More concretely, we say that
a Grothendieck topology in C is a weakly κ-ary Grothendieck topology if it is the
Grothendieck topology associated via [37, Prop. 3.4] to a weakly κ-ary topology
in C in the sense of [37, Def. 3.1]. As throughout the whole paper we only work
with Grothendieck topologies and sites there is no risk of confusion in dropping
“Grothendieck” from “weakly κ-ary Grothendieck topology” and “weakly κ-ary
Grothendieck site”, and hence we will do so for the sake of brevity.
Remark 5.4. Observe that a site (C, τ) is weakly κ-ary if and only if the κ-small
covering families form a coverage in the sense of [22, Def. C2.1.1] determining τ,
i.e. the smallest Grothendieck topology containing this coverage is τ.
Proposition 5.5. Let Gbe a Grothendieck topos. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G is κ-locally presentable.
(2) There exists a weakly κ-ary site (C, τ) such that Sh(C, τ)  G.
Proof.
(1)⇒ (2) As adirect consequence of theLemmede comparaison [1, Expose´ iii, Thm
4.1],we know that Gcan be recovered, up to equivalence, as Sh(Presκ(G), τ),
where τ is the Grothendieck topology induced by the canonical topology in
Gvia thedense embedding ι : Presκ(G) ֒→ G. Observe thatτ is a subcanoni-
cal topology and that covering families in τ are the families {Ai → A}i∈I such
that {hAi = ι(Ai) → hA = ι(A)}i∈I is jointly-epimorphic in Sh(Presκ(G), τ)  G.
Due to the fact that arbitrary coproducts of representables in Sh(Presκ(G), τ)
can bewritten asκ-filtered colimits of κ-small coproducts of representables,
one can easily conclude that every covering sieve of τ is contains a κ-small
covering family.
(2)⇒ (1) Let (C, τ) a weakly κ-ary site of definition of G. By Remark 5.4 we know
that the κ-small covering families form a coverage determining τ, and
hence, an element F ∈ [C◦,Set] belongs to Sh(C, τ) if and only if, for every
C ∈ C and for every κ-small covering family { fi : Ci → C}, we have that
F(C) = lim F(Ci) (see [22, Def. C2.1.2]). As in the proof of [32, Prop. 5.2.1],
we can consider the sketch S in the category C◦ with the set of limit cones
given by the κ-small covering families { f ◦
i
: C → Ci} and the set of colimit
cocones empty. Then it is immediate by the characterization of sheaves
just provided, that Sh(C, τ) is equivalent to the category ModSof models
of the limit sketch S. Then, by [3, Cor. 1.52 + Rem] or [22, Thm D2.3.6], we
can conclude that Sh(C, τ) is locally κ-presentable.

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Remark 5.6. Observe that for a weakly κ-ary site (C, τ) we have that the essential
image ofC via the functorC → [C◦,Set]→ Sh(C, τ) is a strong generator of Sh(C, τ)
formed by locally κ-presentable objects (see [2, Thm. 1.46]). Then by [23, Thm 7.2]
we can conclude that Indκ(C)  Lexκ(Cˆ)  Sh(C, τ), where Cˆ is the closure of C
under κ-small colimits in Sh(C, τ).
Quite often it is very useful from an operative point of view to have cartesian
sites, that is, sites closed under finite limits. The previous proposition can be
refined in this direction, paying the price of a less elegant statement.
Lemma 5.7. Given a κ-presentable topos G there exists a λ ≥ κ and a cartesian weakly
λ-ary site of definition of G.
Proof. This is equivalent to prove that given a locally κ-presentable topos G, we can
find a λ ≥ κ such that Presλ(G) is closed under finite limits. This follows directly
from [31, Prop 5.2].

Remark 5.8. Applying this result we hence have that the λ-prototopos Presλ(G)
has finite limits. The intuition suggests that prototopoi with finite limits might
be a much simpler object to describe, even if at the moment we did not find
a clean axiomatization that does not involve pro-exactness. Unfortunately one
cannot hope for any improvement of the topoi-prototopoi duality because there is
a mismatch between the height of the topos and the cardinal λ needed to saturate
presentable objects with finite limits.
6. Sites and syntaxes
Grothendieck topoi are a powerful tool in order to discover connections between
differentmathematical theories, as the program“toposes as bridges” developed by
Caramello [10] has extensively shown. The philosophy behind this program relies
on seeing Morita equivalences of theories (i.e. equivalences of their classifying
topoi) as a bridge to transport properties and results from one theory to another. In
this way, properties of a certain topos can incarnate apparently unrelated proper-
ties of different representing sites, unraveling connections between mathematical
theories hidden at first sight. This theory is fundamented on the fact that there
is no privileged small site to represent a topos, as already brought to attention in
[1, Expose´ iv, Rem 1.3]. Formally, this lack of a canonical small site to represent a
topos translates into the following statement:
Proposition 6.1. The pseudofunctor
Sh : Sitescoop → GrTopoi
is not the left biadjoint of a bi-reflection, where Sites denotes the 2-category of small sites
with morphisms of sites and natural transformations and the pseudofunctor Sh sends each
site to its category of sheaves, each morphism of sites to the induced geometric morphism
and each natural transformation to the induced natural transformation between the right
adjoints.
Proof. As already pointed out in Remark 5.1, the 2-category GrTopoi is not locally
small. Indeed, for any small category C we have that GrTopoi(Set, [C,Set]) 
Ind(C). Therefore,GrTopoi cannot be bi-reflective in the 2-categorySitescoop which
is locally small. 
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Remark 6.2. A detailed description of the pseudofunctor Sh can be found for exam-
ple in [35, §4] for the setup enriched over categories of modules. This description
works as well for the classical non-enriched setup.
Nevertheless, for practical reasons, one would still want to have some sort of
functorial “dictionary” to translate problems inGrTopoi to problems inSites, where
one can work much more comfortably, and be able to translate the results back to
GrTopoi.
To some extent, one approach to achieve this goal is by using the biequivalence
Sites[LC−1] → GrTopoicoop
from [35] betweenGrTopoicoop and the bicategory of fractions in the sense of [34] of
the 2-category Sites along a suitable class of 1-morphisms called LC morphisms.
This result allows to translate properties in Sites which are compatible with LC
morphisms to properties in GrTopoi. This was for example the approach in [29, 35]
in order to define amonoidal structure inGrTopoiby introducing anLC-compatible
monoidal structure in Sites.
In this sectionwe provide another approach to this goal. More concretely, we re-
late the prototopoi presentations of Grothendieck topoi obtained fromTheorem 1.2
with the site presentations in order to show that though a bireflection of GrTopoi
in Sites does not exist, it actually does exist in a certain “stratified way”, more
precisely, we show that there is a bireflection
GrTopoiκ ֒→ Sites
coop
κ
between the full 2-subcategory GrTopoiκ of GrTopoi given by the κ-presentable
Grothendieck topoi and the conjugate-opposite of the full 2-subcategory Sitesκ of
Sites given by the weakly κ-ary sites.
Remark 6.3. It is natural to object that it should be possible to bypass the size issues
in Proposition 6.1. The price one then needs to pay is that of allowing big sites
(that yet have to admit a small topologically generating set). Then, as observed
in [1, Expose´ iv, Rem 1.3], there is a canonical choice of representing (big) site for
a given Grothendieck topos, namely itself endowed with the canonical topology.
This escapes our initial motivations, especially if we want to exploit the syntax-
semantic aspect of the theory and think about sites as syntactic presentations of
Grothendieck topoi.
6.1. Previous topological considerations. Given a κ-prototopos A, we have that
Indκ(A) is a locally κ-presentable Grothendieck topos and A is a full subcategory
thereinwhich is in addition a strong generator. Then, as a consequence of Giraud’s
theorem (see [1, Expose´ iv, Cor 1.2.1]), there is a topology τ onA such that Indκ(A) 
Sh(A, τ). In particular, the localization
LA : [A
◦,Set]⇄ Indκ(A) : iA
is a geometric functor, i.e. LA preserves finite limits.
We can actually describe τ precisely, as it is the topology induced in A by the
canonical topology in Indκ(A) through the natural embedding ιA : A ֒→ Indκ(A).
More precisely, a family of maps {Ai → A} is a cover of A in the topology τ if and
only if the induced family {ι(Ai) → ι(A)} is a jointly epimorphic family in Indκ(A),
or equivalently
∐
i ι(Ai) → ι(A) is an epimorphism in Indκ(A). We shall denote this
topology from now on as τAκ . Observe that τ
A
κ is weakly κ-ary, as already pointed
out in the proof of Proposition 5.5 above.
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These observations allow us to provide the following topological interpretation
of the notion of Indκ-flat morphism between prototopoi.
Proposition 6.4. The 1-cells f ∈ Prototopoiκ(A,B) are precisely the morphisms of sites
in the sense of [1, Expose´ iv, §4.9.1] between the sites f : (A, τAκ ) → (B, τ
B
κ ), i.e. the
continuous functors f : (A, τAκ ) → (B, τ
B
κ ) inducing a geometric morphism between the
sheaf categories, or equivalently, the covering-flat cover-preserving functors f : (A, τAκ ) →
(B, τBκ ).
Proof. Assume first that f : A → B is a morphism of κ-prototopoi, i.e. it preserves
κ-small colimits and it is Indκ-flat. Taking into account that Indκ(A) is a topos
and hence regular, the fact that f is cover-preserving follows immediatly from
the definition of S( f ) : Indκ(A) → Indκ(B) and the fact that it preserves colimits.
From [37, Prop 4.16] we know that f is covering-flat if and only if LB Lan f :
[A◦,Set] → Indκ(B) preserves finite limits. But, as seen in (8) above, we have
that LB Lan f  S( f )LA and S( f ) preserves finite limits because f is Indκ-flat and LA
preserves small limits because LA ⊣ iA is a geometric functor, which concludes the
argument.
If we now assume that f : A → B is covering-flat and cover-preserving, we
have as a direct consequence of [37, Prop 4.16] that S( f ) is left exact, and hence
f is Indκ-flat. The fact that f is κ-small colimit preserving follows immediately
from the fact that both corestricitions of the Yoneda embedding A ֒→ Indκ(A) and
B ֒→ Indκ(B) preserve κ-small colimits, together with the fact that S( f ) preserves
all small colimits. 
Remark 6.5. In the literature a weaker notion of morphism of sites than that from
[1, Expose´ iv, §4.9.1] is often considered. Namely, a morphism of sites can be
often found defined as a cover-preserving functor which is also flat (or in other
terminology, representably-flat, which is frequently used in this context in order
to emphasize the diference with covering-flatness). The notion we work with is
slightly stronger that this, as explained for example in [37]. However, one can easily
see that in the case above both notions are equivalent because τBκ is a subcanonical
topology on B.
Remark 6.6. Observe that when we restrict to cartesian λ-protopoi, a 1-cell of
prototopoi is precisely a functor preserving finite limits and λ-small colimits. In
Lemma 5.7 above we showed that one can always assume to be in this case in the
daily practice (by considering λ a big enough regular cardinal).
6.2. GrTopoi
κ
is bireflective in Sitesκ. Let κ be a regular cardinal. As we already
pointed out above, we denote by Sitesk the full sub-2-category of the 2-category of
Sites with objects given by the weakly κ-ary small sites. Namely, Sitesκ is defined
as follows:
0-cells are weakly κ-ary small sites (C, τ);
1-cells are morphisms of sites (as considered in Proposition 6.4 above);
2-cells are natural transformations.
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We are going to show that it is possible to fit the topoi-prototopoi duality (Theo-
rem 4.5) in the following diagram of pseudofunctors
Prototopoi
coop
κ Sites
coop
κ
GrTopoiκ
Indκ
Tκ
Sκ
Presκ
where we still need to describe the pseudofunctors Sκ and Tκ.
Let’s startwith the definition of Sκ. Recall that we denote bySites the 2-category
of sites with morphisms of sites and natural transformations between them and
by GrTopoi the 2-category of Grothendieck topoi with geometric morphisms and
natural transformations between their right adjoints. We have the pseudofunctor
Sh : Sitecoop → GrTopoi fromProposition 6.1 defined at the level of objects by taking
the category of sheaves. The pseudofunctor Sκ is constructed as the restriction to
Site
coop
κ and corestriction to GrTopoiκ of the pseudofunctor Sh. More precisely, Sκ
is defined as follows:
0-cells it maps a weakly κ-ary site (C, τ) to Sh(C, τ), which is κ-presentable
Grothendieck topos as a direct consequence of Proposition 5.5.
1-cells it maps a morphism of sites f : (C, τC) → (D, τD) in Siteκ to the geometric
morphism f s : Sh(C, τC) ⇄ Sh(D, τD) : fs (we follow the notations from
[1, Expose´ iii, §1]). One just needs to verify that fs isκ-accessible. Observe
that, because of Remark 5.6, we have essential image of the functor
αC : C
yC
−→ [C◦,Set]
LC
−→ Sh(C, τC)
(resp. αD : D → Sh(D, τD)) is a strong generator of Sh(C, τC) (resp.
Sh(D, τD)) formed by κ-presentable objects. In addition, we have that the
diagram
C D
Sh(C, τC) Sh(D, τD)
αC
f
αD
f s
is commutative up to isomorphism by [1, Expose´ iii, Prop 1.2] from
which, as f s preserves colimits, onededuces that f s preservesκ-presentable
objects. This proves that fs is κ-accessible.
2-cells it maps every α : f ⇒ g : (C, τC) → (D, τD) to the natural transformation
αs : gs ⇒ fs defined by
(αs)F(C) = F(αC) : gs(F)(C) = F(g(C))→ F( f (C)) = fs(F)(C)
for all C ∈ C and all F ∈ Sh(D, τD).
Let’s now define the 2-functor Tκ as follows:
0-cells it maps a κ-prototopoi C to (C, τCκ ), where τ
C
κ is defined as in §6.1;
1-cells it is the identity on 1-cells. This is indeed well-defined as a direct conse-
quence of Proposition 6.4 above.
2-cells it is the identity on 2-cells.
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Theorem 6.7. The 2-category GrTopoiκ is bi-reflective in Sites
coop
κ via the following
biadjunction,
Sκ : Sites
coop
k
⇄ GrTopoiκ : ¶κ,
where ¶κ is given by the composition Tκ Presκ.
Proof. It is easy to check that Sκ ¶κ  IdGrTopoiκ . Indeed, by the definitions above it
follows that Sκ Tκ  Indκ, and thus Sκ Tκ Presκ  Indκ Presκ  IdGrTopoiκ , where the
last pseudonatural equivalence comes from Theorem 4.5. This gives us the counit
ǫ : Sκ ¶κ ⇒ IdGrTopoiκ of the biadjunction.
We proceed now to construct the unit η : IdSitesκ ⇒ ¶κ Sκ. Let (C, τ) be weakly
κ-ary site. Then we have by Proposition 5.5 that Sh(C, τ) is κ-presentable. Let’s
denote by D = Presκ(Sh(C, τ)) ⊆ Sh(C, τ). Then, by Remark 5.6, we know that
LC y(C) ∈ D for all C ∈ C. We can hence consider the following functor:
(10) sC : C → D : C 7→ LC yC(C).
We show that this functor is a morphism of sites between the sites (C, τ) and
¶κ Sκ(C, τC) = (D, τD), and hence we can define
(11) η(C,τC) = sC : (C, τC) → ¶κ Sκ(C, τC).
Indeed, we have the following commutative diagram
(12)
C D
[C◦,Set] [D◦,Set]
Sh(C, τC) Sh(D, τD),
sC
yC yD
LansC
LC LD
(ǫSh(C,τC))
−1

from which one concludes that sC is a continuous morphism (using the charac-
terization of continuous morphisms provided by [1, Expose´ iii, Prop 1.2]) and it
induces an equivalence between the sheaf categories, hence it is a morphism of
sites. We can even say further, sC is a special cocontinuous morphism in the sense
of [38, Tag 03CG], as a consequence of a generalization of the Comparison Lemma
[25] and the fact that (D, τD) is subcanonical. This argument can also be found in
[38, Tag 03A1].
Given now a morphism of sites f : (A, τA) → (B, τB), we have the following
diagram
(A, τA) (B, τB)
¶κ Sκ(A, τA) ¶κ Sκ(B, τB)
Sh(A, τA) Sh(B, τB),
f
αA
η(A,τA )
αB
η(B,τB )
¶κ Sκ( f )
f s
where the outter square is commutative up to a canonical isomorphism
(13) Φ f : αB f
∼
⇒ f s σA,
as a consequence of [1, Expose´ iii, Prop 1.2]. Observe, in addition, that
ǫSh(A,τA) α¶κ(Sκ(A,τA)) : ¶κ Sκ(A, τA) ֒→ Sκ(A, τA)
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coincides with the canonical embedding of the full subcategory Presκ(Sh(A, τA)) =
¶κ Sκ(A, τA) in Sh(A, τA) that appears in the diagram, and hence the left triangle
of the diagram is commutative because of the commutativity of diagram (12).
Analogously, we see that the right triangle of the diagram is commutative as
well. This observation also shows that the lower square is also commutative by
definition. All of these, together with the fact that ¶κ Sκ(B, τB) ֒→ Sh(B, τB) is fully
faithful, provides us that there exists a canonical isomorphism
(14) η( f ) : η(B,τB) f
∼
⇒ ¶κ Sκ( f ) η(A,τA)
such that the upper square within the diagram is commutative up to η( f ), that is,
we have
(A, τA) (B, τB)
¶κ Sκ(A, τA) ¶κ Sκ(B, τB).
f
η(A,τA ) η(B,τB )
η( f )
¶κ Sκ( f )
From the fact that Φ f is a canonical isomorphism, determined by the adjunction
Sκ( f ) = f
s ⊣ fs (as well as the adjunctions LA ⊣ iA and LB ⊣ iB, see [1, Expose´ iii,
Prop 1.2 & Prop 1.3]), which is natural on f , one concludes that Φ f is natural on f .
Consequently, so is η( f ) and hence we have that η is compatible with compositions
and units. In addition, from the naturality of η and the definitions, one can easily
see that
(A, τA) (B, τB) (A, τA) (B, τB)
¶κ Sh(A, τA) ¶κ Sh(B, τB) ¶κ Sh(A, τA) ¶κ Sh(B, τB).
f
η(A,τA ) η(B,τB )
η( f )
=
α
f
g
η(A,τA ) η(B,τB )
η(g)
¶κ Sκ( f )
¶κ Sκ(g)
¶κ Sκ(α)
¶κ Sκ(g)
A detailed check of this naturality condition can be found in [35, Fig (22)]. Hence,
we have that η : IdSitesκ ⇒ ¶κ Sκ is a pseudonatural transformation, providing us
the unit of the biadjunction.
It only remains to check that the unit and the counit satisfy the triangle identities
up to invertible modifications. Actually, in this case something stronger is true,
namely the triangle identities hold strictly. Indeed, for every (C, τC) in Sitesκ, we
have that
ǫSh(C,τC) Sκ(η(C,τC)) = ǫSh(C,τC) (ǫSh(C,τC))
−1 = IdSh(C,τC),
where the second equality follows directly from (12). This shows that
(ǫ Sκ) (Sκ η) = IdSκ .
On the other hand, for every G∈ GrTopoiκ, the following diagram
¶κ(G) ¶κ Sκ ¶κ(G) ¶κ(G)
G Sκ ¶κ(G) Sκ ¶κ(G) G
α¶κ (G)
η¶κ (G) ¶κ(ǫG)
(ǫG)
−1 ǫG
is commutative. Observe that the horizontal composition below is the identity of
on G, and thus we have that ¶κ(ǫG) η¶κ(G) is the restriction of the identity on G to
κ-presentable objects, that is, we have that
¶κ(ǫG) η¶κ(G) = Id¶κ(G) .
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This proves that the second triangle identity
(¶κ ǫ) (η¶κ) = Id¶κ
also holds. Hence Sκ : Sitesκ ⇄ GrTopoiκ : ¶κ is a biadjunction, as we wanted to
show.
Now, observe that as the counit of the biadjunction is a pseudonatural equiva-
lence, we have that ¶κ is a bi-fully-faithful pseudofunctor, i.e. it presents GrTopoiκ
as a full sub-bicategory of Sitesκ. 
Remark 6.8. The reader should notice that Theorem 6.7 does not lead to the defi-
nition of a bireflection of GrTopoi in Sitescoop (that in any case we already know
cannot exist, as proved in Proposition 6.1). Observe that, although
• the family (GrTopoiκ)κ∈RegCard is cofinal in GrTopoi (see §5),
• the family (Siteκ)κ∈RegCard is cofinal in Sites
coop (for each site (C, τC) it is
enough to take a regular cardinal κ strictly bigger than the cardinality of
arrows of C) and
• for every α ≤ β regular cardinals the diagram
Sites
coop
α GrTopoiα
Sites
coop
β
GrTopoiβ
Sα
Sβ
is commutative,
we have that, given α ≤ β regular cardinals, the diagram
GrTopoiα Sites
coop
α
GrTopoiβ Sites
coop
β
¶α
¶β
is not commutative, which avoids the bi-reflection for each cardinal to extend to a
bi-reflection of GrTopoi in Sitescoop.
As a corollary of the previous theorem, together with Theorem 4.5 one gets a
connection between the site presentation and the syntactic presentation of a topos.
Corollary 6.9. The 2-category Prototopoiκ is bi-reflective in Sitesκ via the following
biadjunction,
℘κ : Sitesk ⇄ Prototopoiκ : Tκ,
where ℘κ is given by the composition Presκ Sκ.
Remark 6.10. The unit of this biadjunction (C, τC)→ Tκ ℘κ(C, τC) establishes an en-
velope of the site (C, τC) amongst κ-limit theories. This completion is described in
Remark 5.6 and coincides with the closure of C under κ-small colimits in Sh(C, τC).
Remark 6.11. We shall finish with an observation which is very much in the spirit
of [10] and [35]. Putting together Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 6.9, two sites in Sitesκ
have the same category of sheaves if and only if Tκ ℘κ maps them in two equivalent
protopoi. Writing it down explicitly, one gets the following theorem.
Theorem 6.12. Let f : (A, τA) → (B, τB) be a 1-cell in Sitesκ. Denote by Aκ (resp.
Bκ) the closure of (A, τA) (resp. (B, τB)) under κ-small colimits in Sh(A, τA) (resp. in
Sh(B, τB)) as in Remark 5.6. Then, the following are equivalent:
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(1) Sκ( f ) induces an equivalence of topoi.
(2) The restriction of Sκ( f ) to Aκ and Bκ is an equivalence of categories.
Remark 6.13. One can see this last theorem as a version of the generalization of the
Lemme de comparaison from [28, Cor. 4.5] in the setup of weakly κ-ary sites.
Remark 6.14. It is well known that two categories have the same presheaf category
if and only if their Cauchy completion (also known as Karoubi completion or
idempotent completion) are equivalent (see, for example [16, Thm. 3.6’]). Roughly
speaking, in a general Morita theoretical framework, two categories A and B are
Morita-equivalent (meaning that their categories of models of a certain nature are
equivalent) if and only if they are equivalent after taking a certain completion of
them. In our context this completion is precisely the one induced by the monad
Tκ ℘κ.
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